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Dicsoft MOV Converter -  It is a professional converter for avi files, mpeg, divx, xvid, rmvb
and other Videos of any type. Up-to-date technology makes it possible ,to create a powerful
award winning converter ideal for video processing tasks.

Dicsoft MOV Converter is a powerful and splendid tool for AVI to MOV, MPEG to MOV,
WMV to MOV, MP4 to MOV ,ASF to MOV video converter.It can compress your MOV videos
and change vital settings to your video quality including video bitrate, frame-size, audio bitrate
and more.

With the powerful QuickTime video decoder inside, Dicsoft MOV Converter supports almost
all MOV, QT files, even QuickTime Player has not been installed. With various settings and
high conversion speed, it is an affordable and qualified audio extractor and MOV converter.

AVI to MOV converter, RMVB to MOV converter, convert DivX to MOV
Convert ANY video files to MOV format at one time.

Key Features

 

Convert MOV, QT between Almost Any Formats:

Convert AVI, Divx,Xvid, ASF, WMV, MPEG, MOV, QT, RM, RMVB, QuickTime, MPG file to
MOV, QT, QuickTime.

Watch your own Videos on your mobile device anytime

Export content to iPhone, iPod, and Apple TV

Up to HD resolution

Encode with the new H.264 video codec for exceptional quality.

Convert within Minimum Time

Satisfying Conversion Speed - up to 300% real time.

 

Edit Fast and Precisely with a Timeline.
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Support Set the start and end of the video clip to get your desired segment to convert .

Excellent image and luxuriant sound

High picture quality and high sound quality like original Movies.

System Requirements

Minimum System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/ 2000
RAM : 256M
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above

Recommended System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/2003/Vista with all latest updates installed
RAM : 512M or higher
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above
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